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POS installation in Gulfondi where attacked by combined forces of Privateers and DEMON
battleships. Additional raiders where patrolling at the access points to this system. The POS did
not go into reinforced mode and EM forces managed to evacuate all personell as well as all
modules and enforced the installation with additional defence modules.

      

The history of the attack:

In the morning scientists woke up rather roughly in the labs installation in Gulfondi due to the
shaking impacts of torpedoes of agressing raiders. Several impacts within a short time where
shaking the POS and sensors showed up red ships in close range to the defence modules. The
defence went online and opened fire at the aggressors but with their closeup formation and their
remote repairs where too effective to break through. Emergency call where made to nearby
forces to gain help on the defence.

7:00 defence forces tried a suicide run into the agressing forces to break their remote repairing
and sending a tanked Typhoon directly into the hostile forces. The armor did not hold that long
and local police forces where added to the fight because the smart bombing typhoon hitted a
neutral ship who where supporting the agressors with supplies.

8:00 allied ships from nearby systems trying to engage and seperate the agressing force into
smaller groups - but it failed - without any losses on both sides - but with the gain of time for the
defenders to preprare theirself. Behind the scenes more forces geathered supplies and defence
modules as well as ships to Gulfondi.
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9:00 all defence modules went down and where not usable anymore - and silence left behind.
Evanda of ReaW ordered the emergency evacuation of the labs and after a short time the first
modules went offline and where packaged togeather. After some tries of the agressors to break
through the force field shields of the installation they broke up the attack and went away.

10:00 allied forces started to repair the damaged defence installations while continouusly
transporters from nearby stations evacuated personell and supplies.

12:00 all labs and assembly arrays where shutted down and dismantled for evacuation - 30% of
the defence modules where back online and ready for the next attack.

In the following hours allied forces managed to repair all damaged defence modules and
enforced the installation with additional passive modules. The image shows a structure who
gots heavy damage by the agressing forces and their structural integrity could only be restored
with the help of automated repair systems as well as with the support of closeby ships. The
cracks in the hull could be closed successfully so the structure did not broke into pieces. At the
moment it is unclear if this attack belongs to the found unknown module at a TWB installation
who where jamming the communication infrastructure of the corporation and harmed their
business.
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